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Several investigators have provided evidence that more than one Ly-1 T  cell subset 
is involved in helper effector (HE) 1 function for the B cell response to T-dependent 
antigens. Distinctive functional Ly-1 subsets have been defined by additional pheno- 
typic markers (notably I-A, I-J, and Qa-1)  (1-5), adherence properties (3), priming 
environment  (6-9), major histocompatibility complex restrictions  (4), antigen speci- 
ficity  (4,  7),  and  theoretical  interpretations  of the slope of dose-response curves at 
limiting effector cell input  (log antibody response vs. log effector cell number)  (6,  7). 
This report resolves a major discrepancy we have had in relation to other reports as 
to whether or not the Qa-1 immunogenetic marker distinguishes two functional Ly-1: 
HE subsets. We find that isolated T  cells primed with antigen-pulsed macrophages 
generate appreciable HE activity only in the Ly-1 :Qa-1- T  cell subset. However, an 
Ly-l:Qa-I  + T  cell subset  associated with  HE function  can be generated if priming 
takes place (in vivo or in vitro) in an environment containing B cells. 
Materials and Methods 
Mice.  C57BL/6 (B6) mice (H-2b:Lyt-l.2:Lyt-2.2:Qa-1  -)  were obtained from The Jackson 
Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME). Congenic B6-Tla  a (H-2b:Lyt-l.2:Lyt-2.2:Qa-1  +) were bred at 
Sloan-Kettering Institute, New York. 
Antigens.  Preparation of group A streptococcus vaccine (SAV) and its trinitrophenyl con- 
jugate (TNP-SAV) is described elsewhere  (10). 
SA V-primed  Ly-I  T  Cells.  The thymocyte-macrophage (T-Me)  culture  system, in  which 
cortisone-resistant  nylon-purified thymocytes (CRNPT) are cultured for 4 d on macrophages 
from SAV-primed donors,  has been described in  detail  (11, 12). This system yields  mostly 
Ly-1 cells, which are harvested at 4 d, treated with anti-Lyt-2.2 serum plus complement (C), 
and assayed for HE activity by their effect on the anti-TNP-SAV plaque-forming cell (PFC) 
response  of T-depleted spleen  cell  cultures  from unprimed  mice  (10). Splenic T  cells were 
primed in vitro either as the whole spleen cell population or as nylon wool-purified splenic T 
cells exactly as is done with CRNPT. Experiments reported here were done at least three times. 
* Supported in part by grants CA-2231 and AI-00329 from the National Institutes of Health and by 
grant NF 1-690 from the March of Dimes Birth Defect Foundation. 
a Abbreviations used in this paper: C, complement; CRNPT, cortisone-resistant nylon wool-purified thy- 
mocytes; FBSI, feedback suppression inducer; HE,  helper effeetor; MHC,  major histocompatibility 
complex; PFC, plaque-forming  cells; SAV, group A streptococcus vaccine; T-Me, thymocyte-macrophage 
culture system; TNP, trinitrophenyl. 
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Selection of Gell Sets from Primed T Cell Cultures.  Ly-1 cells were obtained by negative selection 
by a  two-stage  procedure  with anti-Lyt-2.2  sera and selected rabbit C  under predetermined 
conditions  for optimal  immune cytolysis;  antisera,  procedures,  and specificity controls have 
been described elsewhere  (13). 
Reaction of antiserum B6 X  A-Tla  b anti-A strain leukemia ASL-1 with B6-TIa" peripheral 
T cells defines the Qa-1 system (14). Qa-1 + cells were eliminated by using a 1:30 dilution of this 
antiserum  (2.5 X  107 cells/ml), as in the Lyt-negative selection  (above).  Specificity  controls 
consisted  of testing the sera on congenic strains that  are either positive or negative for the 
Qa-t allele (B6-TIa  a, B6) (15). A monoclonal TL antibody with no anti-Qa-1 activity was used 
to confirm that the activity of the anti-Qa-1 serum was related to Qa-1 rather than TL (anti- 
TL activity is present in anti-Qa-1 sera);  details are given elsewhere  (13). 
Results 
Qa-1 Phenotype of In  Vitro Generated Ly-I:HE.  We found very little synergy between 
Ly-l:Qa-1 + and  Ly-l:Qa-1- subsets  generated  in  vitro from CRNPT  in  the T-M0 
system.  Fig.  I  shows  that  the  Ly-l:Qa-1- subset  is  somewhat  less  effective in  HE 
function than equal numbers of unselected Ly-1 cells (about half ot  zwhich are Qa-1-). 
Positive selection of Ly-1 :Qa-1 + cells is technically difficult. Therefore, the question 
whether  the  Ly-l:Qa-1 + subset  has independent  HE activity has not  been directly 
tested  by assaying Ly-l:Qa-1  + ceils  for HE  function.  An  alternative  approach has 
been  to  assay serially  proportioned  combinations of primed  Ly-l:Qa-1- cells  with 
unseleeted (Qa-1 + and Qa-1-) primed Ly-1 cells (1, 2). The synergy in PFC generation 
is  very minor  (data not  shown)  compared with  the synergy reported  for combined 
Qa-1 +- and Qa-1--primed Ly-1 cells by Cantor et al. (1) and Stanton et al. (2). 
The discrepancy between those studies study and ours is not  due to the different 
sources of T  cells (spleen as opposed to CRNPT), because we find the same low level 
of synergy when using nylon wool-purified splenic T  cells in place of CRNPT in the 
T-M~ culture. Also discounted is the possibility that the synergy was masked in our 
B cell assay culture because of the presence of residual T  cells with which Ly-1 :Qa-1 ÷ 
cells  (the  phenotype of the  feedback suppressor  inducer)  might  interact  to  induce 
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FIG.  1.  HE activity of primed Ly- 1-Qa- 1- cells compared with unselected primed Ly- ~ cells. SAV- 
primed T-MO culture cells were selected with either anti-Lyt-2.2 +  C  (Ly-1 set)  (O) or with anti- 
Lyt-2.2 plus anti-Qa-1 +  C (Ly-l:Qa-l- subset) (iS), and t itrated (equal numbers of viable cells) for 
HE activity with T-depleted spleen cells. Results are expressed as anti-TNP PFC response after 4 d. McDOUGAL ET AL.  833 
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FIG. 2.  HE activity of splenic Ly-  l T cells primed in vivo (boxes) or in vitro as isolated T cells 
(circles). SAV-primed Ly-1 cells (closed circles and boxes) and the SAV-primed Ly-1  :Qa-1- subset 
(open circles and boxes) were titrated for HE activity with T-depleted spleen cells. (Dotted line 
shows background anti-TNP PFC response of T-depleted spleen alone.) 
concomitant help and suppression  (1,  2,  10,  16).  Assay cultures constructed  with B 
cells prepared by anti-Thy-l.2 plus C  treatment  (the usual  method), anti-Ly-I and 
Lyt-2 plus C  treatment, anti-Ig adherent B cells (17), or a sequential combination of 
the above gave similar results. In addition, the assay culture has in fact been used to 
demonstrate synergy by using appropriately primed T  cells. 
Qa-1 Phenotype ofln Vivo Primed Ly-I:HE.  The difference in degree of synergy found 
with in vitro-primed Ly-1 :HE as compared with others may lie in the conditions used 
for priming. For example, synergy is readily detected if in vivo primed splenic T  cells 
are assayed, whereas only a low level of synergy can be demonstrated if splenic T  cells 
are primed in vitro on macrophages in the absence of B cells (Fig. 2). 
The Whole Spleen Cell Population, but Not Isolated Splenic T Cells Primed In Vitro, Generates 
Both Ly-I:Qa-1-:HE and Ly-l:Qa-1 ÷ Help-associated Cells.  To determine whether the 
difference between in vivo- and in vitro-primed cells could be reproduced totally in 
vitro, cultures containing the whole spleen cell population were primed in vitro. After 
4 d, the cells were nylon wool purified, selected for Ly-1 phenotype, and assayed for 
HE function. These responses were compared with those induced by Ly-I cells derived 
from cultures containing nylon wool-purified splenic T  cells rather than whole spleen 
(Fig. 3). Selection of the primed Ly-1 cells with anti-Qa-1 sera plus C  after induction 
and before assay reveals that Ly-1 :Qa-1 ÷ cells contribute substantially to the helper 
effect, whereas only a  minimal amount of synergy is found in  the  Ly-1  population 
primed as isolated T  cells. 
CRNPT Primed In  Vitro in the Presence of B Cells Generate Both Ly-I:Qa-I-:HE and Ly-l: 
Qa-1 + Help-associated Cells.  Returning to the original culture system, we have tried to 
prime CRNPT  on  antigen-pulsed  macrophages  in  the  presence  of B  cells  (anti-Ig 
adherent spleen [17]).  Ly-1 T  cells from these cultures are more effective helpers than 
T  cells primed without B cells present; and, in elimination experiments like that done 
in Figs.  2 and 3, Ly-l:Qa-1 ÷ cells account  for the enhanced  helper effect (Table I). 
However, the increase is not as dramatic as for splenic T  cells primed as whole spleen, 
nor, in our hands,  have the results been as consistent.  In only 7 of 12 experiments 
have Ly-1 cells from CRNPT primed with B cells been consistently superior in their 
helper  effect  when  examined  over  a  dose  range  of  I0'-5  ×  lO  b.  We  cannot  yet 
distinguish whether this represents an inherent difference or the relative immaturity 834  TWO  Ly-1  HELPER  CELL  SUBSETS 
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Fro.  3.  HE  activity of SAV-primed Ly-1  cells obtained  from cultures  primed as whole spleen 
(boxes) or as isolated splenic T  cells (circles). SAV-primed Ly-1 cells (closed circles and boxes) and 
the SAV-primed Ly-l:Qa-1- subset (open circles and boxes) were titrated for HE activity with T- 
depleted spleen cells. (Dotted line shows background anti-TNP PFC response of T-depleted spleen 
alone.) 
TABLE  I 
Priming CRNPT in the Presence  of a-Ig-adherent B Cells Generates Ly-l:Qa-I + Help-associated Cells 
Initial components 
Group  ofT-Me culture* 
SAV-primed  HE assay§ 
Ly-1 cells from  (PFC index)l  I 
T-Me culture:[: 
Further 
selected  Remaining  Experi-  Experi-  Experi-  Experi-  Experi- 
subset  ment 1  ment 2  ment 3  ment 4  ment 5  (+ c) 
Ai  CRNPT +  B cells  None  Ly-1  10.4  4,7  3.0  7.3  5.1 
ii  CRNPT +  B cells  a-Qa- 1  Ly-l:Qa-1-  2.2  5.8  2.0 
Bi  CRNPT  None  Ly- i  4.0  2.5  2,5  5,2  2.6 
ii  CRNPT  a-Qa- 1  Ly-l:Qa-l-  2.3  4,8  2.7 
Standard  1.0  1.0  1.0  1.0  1.0 
PFC count  550  1,121  498  808  1,010 
* Cell numbers: 5 ×  105 SAV-primed Me 107 CRNPT,  107 a-Ig-adherent B cells. 
:~ Selected with a-Ly-2.2 +  C. 
§Assay  1 ×  105 Ly-1  cells on T-depleted spleen culture  for a-TNP  PFC  to TNP-SAV.  Mouse strains: 
e:~periments 1 and 2, B6; 3-5, B6Tla  a. 
[I Experimental/standard. 
of CRNPT  as opposed  to splenic  T  cells,  the requirement  for another cell that  is 
adequately represented in whole spleen but not in the separated cell populations, or 
simply  suboptimal  cell  ratios  or  concentrations  used  for  priming  (we  have  tried 
multiple ratios and concentrations). 
Discussion 
Despite  numerous  reports  of distinctive  functional  or  phenotypic T  helper  cell 
subsets  (1-9), we  have tried without  success to demonstrate synergy with  in  vitro- 
primed  Ly-I:HE using a  number of approaches.  We  (18)  and others  (7)  have not 
been  able  to  confirm  the  reported  synergy  (3)  between  nylon wool-adherent  and 
nonadherent  subsets.  Slope  analysis  of dose-response  curves  has  been  difficult  to 
interpret--a problem we attribute to the readout assay. The in vitro PFC response McDOUGAL ET AL.  835 
does not  usually result  in  the  3-4  log range of increasing  PFC  responses before a 
plateau is reached, thereby making reliable slope calculations difficult. Nor have we 
been able to demonstrate an idiotypic or IgVa-gene restriction in the effector function 
of Ly-I:HE generated in the T-Mgt culture  (19).  When Cantor and  colleagues  (1) 
found that a combination of Ly-  1  :Qa- 1  + and Ly-  1  :Q  a- 1- cells was more efficient in 
HE function than the Ly-l:Qa-1- subset alone (2), we could not confirm this in our 
usual system (Fig.  1). 
We were, however, able  to demonstrate synergy using in  vivo-primed Ly-1 cells 
(Fig. 2). This suggested to us that our failure to demonstrate synergy was not because 
of technical limitations of the induction or assay systems but because the T-MO system 
in fact generates only one type of functional helper cell: an antigen-specific, MHC- 
restricted, Ly-l:Qa-l-:IJ-  T  cell  (10-12,  16)  that  is  clearly capable of substantial 
helper activity on its own (Fig. 1). 
The inference that priming T  cells in vitro in the absence of B cells may not favor 
the generation of a second, help-associated cell was prompted by observations made 
in  several  systems:  the  demonstration  of  Ly-1  help-associated  cells  that  are  Ig 
recognizing or at least functionally restricted to help for idiotype (20-28), allotype 
(29), and isotype (30), and particularly the observations by Janeway and colleagues 
(6,  7, 31) and Bottomly et al.  (26), and more recently by Nutt et al.  (8) and L'Age- 
Stehr  (9),  that  B  cells  or  their  gene  products  are  important  determinants  in  the 
priming environment. Indeed, priming T  cells in vitro in the presence of B cells either 
as whole spleen or as separated B cells does generate a second, Ly-1  +:Qa-1 + population 
capable of augmenting the response stimulated by Ly-1 :Qa-1- cells (Fig. 3, Table I). 
Although these data favor the notion that the Ly-l:Qa-1 + cell requires B cells for its 
induction,  we  have  not  ruled  out  the  possibility  that  other  cells  are  responsible. 
Comparable implication of B cells or Igh-gene products is provided by Nutt et al. i(8) 
and L'Age-Stehr (9) as well as indirectly in other systems (6,  7, 26, 29, 31-36). As a 
group,  Ig-recognizing,  Ig-requiring,  Ig-inducible,  or  Ig-restricted  Ly-1  helper  cells 
have been defined functionally. Our data assign a membrane phenotype, Qa-1, which 
discriminates  a  help-associated,  B  cell-requiring subset  from  the  classic  MHC-re- 
stricted,  antigen-specific  Ly-1  helper  set  in  our  system.  We  hope  these  data  will 
provide a  distinguishing marker in other systems as well, and  this has in fact been 
suggested or inferred by others  (31,  34)  although,  as far as we know, not  formally 
demonstrated. 
The Ly-1 :Q  a-1 + subset is more appropriately termed "help-associated" rather than 
"HE" because, until we are able to independently assay this subset (by such means as 
positive selection and assay for HE function), we cannot distinguish whether it acts 
directly on B  cells or by acting on  Ly-l:Qa-1- cells.  This distinction  is critical  to 
understanding the recognition structure involved as well. We are only on the threshold 
of evaluating the Qa-1 + help-associated cell in terms of antigen specificity, priming 
sequence and requirements, MHC and Igh gene restrictions, and idiotypic recognition. 
It  is  quite  likely  that  our  previous  inability  to  demonstrate  an  Igh  or  idiotypic 
restriction in the function of Ly-I:HE was because our usual priming environment 
did not generate the Ly-1 :Qa-1 + help-associated cell. Although our system lends itself 
quite readily to the analysis of Igh and VH gene restrictions using allotype-congenic 
strains  (19),  we  have  had  some  trouble  accurately analyzing individual  idiotypic 
responses. This difficulty, the problem with reproducibility of the Ly-1 :Qa-1 + gener- 836  TWO Ly-1 HELPER CELL SUBSETS 
ation using CRNPT  (Table I), and the problem of positively selecting Ly-l:Qa-1 + 
ceils, should not be too difficult to resolve. If so, we will be in a position to make these 
evaluations. 
We have, however, examined two other functional Ly-1  subsets which,  like the 
Ly-1 help-associated cell described here, are Qa-l+:IJ+: the Ly-1 feedback suppression 
inducer (FBSI) and the Ly-1 subset that induces the generation of Ly-1 :HE from Ly- 
i23 precursors  (10,  15,  18,  19, 37). These cells are distinguished functionally by the 
mode in which they are assayed, their requisite cell interactions, and their precursor 
and inducer requirements, but have not as yet been distinguished phenotypically (1, 
10,  15,  16,  18,  19,  33-37).  Whether  these  functional subsets  involve the  same  or 
different populations capable of diverse inducer functions remains to be determined. 
The FBSI is antigen specific and Vn gene restricted in its activity (although both the 
antigen and Igh restrictions can be overcome by manipulation)  (10,  18,  19, 33, 36). 
The FBSI can be induced by antigen-pulsed macrophages  (10),  aggregated immu- 
noglobulin (18),  antigen-antibody complexes (35),  B cells or their products (18, 36), 
and B cell blasts  (34).  In the last case, the same induction protocol that generates 
FBSI will  also  induce  Igh-restricted  helper  function if assayed  in  the  absence  of 
suppressor cell precursors (9, 34). The recognition of Ig-associated structures by Ly-1 
cells may be highly specific for certain Vn structures (idiotypes). Although this has 
not been demonstrated using an individual idiotypic system in the FBSI or Qa-1 ÷ 
help-associated cell systems, there is certainly precedent for specialized Ly-1 helper T 
cells that either bear idiotype (20, 21, 25, 28, 38), are induced by anti-idiotype (20, 22, 
28), bind to idiotype (23, 24, 27), or selectively activate B cells bearing idiotype (21- 
27).  It  will  be  essential  to  determine  the  relationship  of Ig  recognition,  antigen 
recognition, and MHC recognition to each functional cell set, their interacting cell 
sets, and the ultimate target of their effects, the B cell. The question of whether one 
Ly-l:Qa-1  +  cell  type can  be  multifunctional and  whether  the  various  functional 
Ly- 1  :Qa° 1  + cell sets are antigen, MHC, idiotype, or anti-idiotype specific will probably 
ultimately be answered using cloned cell lines. We are currently trying this approach 
as well. 
Summary 
The Qa-1  cell surface phenotype reportedly distinguishes two Ly-1 T  cell subsets 
conjointly required  for T  helper effector activity. Ly-1 cells,  obtained from several 
different priming regimens, were negatively selected with anti-Qa-1 plus complement 
and compared with unselected Ly-1 cells for helper cell activity. Priming isolated T 
cells on antigen-pulsed macrophages in the absence of B cells favors the generation of 
the Ly°l:Qa°l- subset, which is capable of efficient helper activity in the absence of 
the Ly-1 :Qa-1 + subset. Priming T cells in an environment containing B cells generates 
both Ly-1 :Qa-1-  helper effector cells and Ly-l:Qa-1  + cells which contribute to the 
helper effect. Whether Ly-l:Qa-1 + cells  are capable of independent helper activity 
cannot be determined, and, as such, Ly-1 :Qa-1 + cells are more appropriately termed 
"help  associated"  rather  than  "helper  effector." Our  results  assign  a  membrane 
phenotype, Qa-1, which distinguishes an Ly-1 help-associated B cell requiring subset 
in our system and may prove to be a general marker in a number of systems for Ly- 1 
inducer cell subsets which functionally require or recognize B cells or their products. 
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